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Rabbi Levi and Esther Drazia Raices lived
in Kharkov for 28 years; war ended that

As told to Devorie Kreiman by Rebbetzin Esther Drazia Raices

hen we arrived in Kharkov 28 years ago, we
had one child and I was expecting my second. I had grown up on shlichus in S. Monica,
California, and my husband had grown up in
Crown Heights; both of his parents were in
chinuch.
Kharkov felt very backward. There were few
American-style conveniences available—no
disposable diapers, no antibiotics, and almost
no kosher products. We lived on a “Pesach”
diet all year around, mostly potatoes, beets and carrots.

Scenes of destruction in Kharkov
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My husband used to say that if every
American teenager visited three places, he
would appreciate what he had: a hospital,
a jail, and Ukraine. These days, though,
Kharkov is a big city with universities,
factories, buses, and a subway system.
Many members of our community are
financially stable, at least by Ukrainian
standards. We live in a large apartment
in the city center, an hour away from the
Russian border.
We work with the head shliach, Rabbi
Moshe Moscovitz. There are eight
Chabad shluchim in Kharkov. I teach in
the kindergarten. All the children here
speak Russian, and I didn’t know Russian
when I got here, so for the first year and a
half I had a translator in the classroom. I
also used a lot of puppets and pictures to
communicate.
For the first few years, my husband
did his own shechitah, shechting scrawny
chickens in someone’s backyard and
kashering them for me. Someone would
watch the milking so that we’d have chalav
Yisrael. In 1997, a shliach established some
kashrus facilities in Ukraine, so in addition
to meat and milk, we can now get many
other products.
Our family has since grown, ka”h, to 11
children. We have five children still living
at home, ranging in age from three to 16.
Kharkov has a Jewish day school, a
machon, which is a more intensive girls’
school, and a cheder and yeshivah ketanah
for local boys, where my husband teaches.
We also run an after-school program, a
teen program, and a Sunday school, and
we offer shiurim for men and women. We
do a lot of outreach, and a Shabbos rarely
goes by without guests.
Back in February, we heard some
talk about the possibility of war, but we
were busy with our shlichus and with our
daughter, who was involved in a shidduch
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We were
instructed to
keep all the lights
off and to use
flashlights. On
Thursday night I
baked challahs by
flashlight.
in New York. In the beginning, we didn’t
worry too much. As the situation heated
up, the Israeli families and single girls who
had been sent here by the Israeli Ministry
of Education were sent back to Eretz
Yisrael. A few other Israeli families left as
well.
On Wednesday night, February 23,
Rabbi Moscovitz presided over a Zoom
meeting with all the shluchim in our city.
He warned us to pay attention to what was
happening and to get our passports ready
in case we had to leave.
The next morning at 5 a.m., we were
awakened by what sounded like fireworks.
It took me a few seconds to realize that I
was hearing bombs exploding. The sounds
were coming from far away. Word went
out that the fighting was taking place at
the military outpost at the border, not in
the city, but schools were closed and people
stayed home. There was a curfew from 10
p.m. to 6 a.m. We were instructed to keep
all the lights off and to use flashlights.
On Thursday night, I baked challahs for
Shabbos by flashlight.
Some people went into shelters. A few
of the members of our community moved
into the basement of the shul.
My husband and I discussed what to do.
Should we leave? We had been in Kharkov
for 28 years. People needed us; we couldn’t
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abandon them.
On Friday, we heard explosions
throughout the day. They were still off in
the distance but closer than the day before.
At around 6 p.m. on Friday night, just as
the minyan was starting Kabbalas Shabbos,
it became quiet and stayed that way until
Shabbos morning, when the bombing
resumed. Our shul is a seven-minute walk
from our house, and when we walked there,
the streets were empty. It felt ominous.
In shul, we davened to the sound of
explosions. I thought about the meaning
of the words “az b’kol raash gadol,” a great
noise in shamayim made by the malachim.
We too had a great noise in our city.
The children must have picked up on
our anxiety because they were rowdier
than usual. They ran around the shul, and
every time they banged into something,
the adults froze in fear. One of the kids
accidentally dropped a siddur in the ladies’
section, which is above the men, and it lent
new meaning to the term “nerve-racking.”
Someone said the explosions meant
that the Russians were being pushed
back. We hoped it was true; it was hard to
know what to believe. The explosions kept
coming, many of them only seconds apart.
One of our mispallelim said he’d heard that
the soldiers were also engaging in handto-hand combat.
We bentched the new month, saying,
“Mi she’asah nissim,” asking the One Who
performs miracles to please perform one
for us as we ushered in Adar Sheini, the
month of simchah.
Rabbi Moscovitz’s 14-year-old son
davened Musaf for the amud. When he
got to the words “Hu Elokeinu,” he broke
into a lively song. The bombing was very
loud, and the men sang as loudly as they
could to drown out the noise with the pure
sounds of their tefillos.
After davening, we all went down to
the basement for Kiddush. The president
82
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There was a
burst of bright
orange, and then the
area was engulfed in
black smoke.
of the shul, a baal teshuvah, stood up and
gave a speech. He thanked the rabbis and
said, “You’re Americans. You heard the
warnings and you could have left, but you
chose to stay with your community.”
We reminded each other of the Gulf
War, which had ended miraculously. The
men sang “Nyet Nyet Nikavo,” which is
Russian for “There is no one except the
One G-d.”
The curfew was extended; we now had
to stay indoors from 6 p.m. to 6 a.m.
On Motzaei Shabbos, the explosions
were louder and more frequent, and we
heard warplanes flying overhead. We were
warned to stay away from the windows.
We tried to access the basement of our
apartment building, but we couldn’t get the
key. There were no other suitable shelters
around; the ones nearby were filthy and
rat-infested. We realized that our city was
totally unprepared. Even with all the talk
of war, everyone had assumed it would just
be border activity.
Our apartment building is old and has
solid walls, so we gathered the kids in
our hallway, where there are no windows,
and put down mattresses and blankets for
them to sleep. We made quick runs into
the bathroom and kitchen and stayed in
the hallway the rest of the time. We made
an effort to stay very calm in front of our
children so they wouldn’t panic. We said
Tehillim with them. Then they watched
Jewish videos, read books, and danced,
and we played with them to keep them
occupied. We didn’t know that we would
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spend four days in that hallway.
My 11-year-old daughter was terrified
and insisted that I stay near her the entire
time. She could only fall asleep if I was
sitting next to her.
I was grateful that even though we
couldn’t leave the house, we had water,
freezers stocked with food, electricity
and internet service. While all this was
going on, we were on the phone with our
daughter who was dating. It felt surreal.
On Sunday morning, we looked out
the window. The Ukrainian flag was still
flying. People were walking back home
from the shelters where they’d spent the
night, carrying pekelach. We saw warplanes
flying over our building, and a couple of
minutes later heard the explosions. A car
near the shul went up in flames.
One congregant, a man in his late 40s,
told my husband that he was going to
fight. He gave my husband his documents
to hold. In return, my husband gave him
a mezuzah, a dollar he’d received from the
Rebbe, and a brachah to come home safely.
I had a strong feeling that we needed to
get ready in case we had to run. I helped
each child pack a bag with two changes
of clothes, Shabbos clothes, and pajamas.
I packed my sheitels, jewelry, a siddur, and
the dollars I’d received from the Rebbe.
Everything else—my leichter, our sefarim,
everything we’d collected over the past 28
years—would have to stay behind. I had
no idea how we’d be traveling, but I knew
we couldn’t schlep a lot of luggage with us.
My husband told us that there were
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tzaddikim who had always kept a suitcase
packed so that they’d be ready to go as
soon as Moshiach arrived. Now we too
had our bags packed, ready to leave galus
on a moment’s notice.
The curfew had been moved back to 4
p.m. Just before dark, a military tank drove
down our street. Our children slept in the
hallway, but my husband and I couldn’t
sleep. Even when it grew quiet for a while,
we were too tightly wound to relax.
On Monday, we heard that peace talks
were going on in Belarus. That was a
hopeful development. But at 3 a.m. we
heard heavy bombing. A rocket landed
near the home of one of the families in
our community, and they moved into the
basement of the shul.
We kept walking around, asking
ourselves if this was real. At the same
time, we tried to reassure our children and
ourselves that we were here as shluchim of
the Rebbe and that it would be good.
Then there was a direct hit on a
government building that was only a fiveminute walk from our house. It was so
powerful that our apartment shook. My
whole body went into shock. There was a
burst of bright orange, and then the area
was engulfed in black smoke. We saw
objects fluttering to the ground.
More people in our community were
talking about leaving. Some didn’t have
cars; others had cars but couldn’t get gas.
On Wednesday morning, there was a
direct hit on a building only a block from
our home that used to be a KGB office.
The sky turned red and then gray. We
huddled together in our hallway and said
Tehillim.
Some of the windows in our shul and
all the windows in our kindergarten were
shattered. Part of a bomb that hit a nearby
bazaar landed on the cheder and tore a
hole in the roof. The building where one
of the shluchim lives was hit; his apartment
84

Rabbi Levi Raices helping a Yid put on tefillin during the bus ride to
the border

was left intact, but the building sustained
extensive damage.
Rabbi Moscovitz told us that he was
taking his family to Dnipro, a three-hour
drive away, where there was almost no
fighting. We knew we had to get out, too.
We didn’t own a car, so we started making
phone calls to hire a van and a driver.
Meanwhile, I boiled eggs and potatoes. I
had no idea how long our journey would
take or where we’d end up. After trying for
many hours, we finally found a vehicle and
a driver. It usually costs between $100 and
$200 to drive from Kharkov to Dnipro.
Our driver charged us $2,000. We later
heard that the next day his price went up
to $4,000. Then it went up to $6,000.

We were told to put a sign on the
windshield with the word “Deti,” meaning
“children,” so that we’d be given priority at
the checkpoints.
We gave the key to our apartment to
one of our shul members who was staying
behind and told him to go in and take
whatever he needed.
We set out on the road, passing bombedout houses and cars, a lot of broken glass,
and random pieces of things lying on the
ground. We saw Ukranian soldiers standing
guard all over the city. They waved at us,
and our driver called out, “Slava Ukraine
(glory to Ukraine)!” We told our children
that these soldiers were good so that they
wouldn’t be afraid of them.
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One of the men had
never put on tefillin
before, and my husband
made him a bar mitzvah
right there on the bus.
We found out that our driver was a
Russian Jew. He hadn’t even known.
He told us that his maternal greatgrandmother was Jewish.
As soon as we left the city, I felt the
relief in my body. There was no longer any
bombing. We put on music in the car and
played with our children. Everyone was
calm.
There were many military checkpoints
where our passports were checked, and the
lines took hours. At one point, the long
line of cars came to a complete standstill,
and people left their cars to walk around.
We did, too.
The shluchim in Dnipro welcomed us
with open arms. The Menorah Center,
which is the largest Jewish complex in the
world, has a shul, a hotel, and a restaurant,
and refugees were arriving there steadily in
buses and cars. We spent the night there. It
was comfortable, but my husband couldn’t
sleep. He was focused on getting us to the
border and out of Ukraine.
On Thursday, we boarded a bus in a
convoy led by a police escort, which had
been arranged by the shluchim of Kiev.
We headed to Moldova. My husband
went from seat to seat on the bus, asking
the men if they’d put on tefillin. One of
them had never put on tefillin before, and
my husband made him a bar mitzvah
ceremony right there. He was like a camp
counselor, standing in the aisle and leading
the people in singing and clapping.
The journey took 24 hours. We made
only one bathroom stop at a gas station,
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and two other stops at the side of the
road. It was cold outside. We had to walk
through thick mud, bundled up in coats
and hats, and when we got back on the
bus, we brought the black mud with us.
Everything was filthy. I reminded myself
that we were alive, but it was definitely not
comfortable.
We were told not to post our location or
our destination because there were safety
concerns. We’d asked our family and
friends to say Tehillim before we left, but
we couldn’t update them on the way.
Baruch Hashem, we crossed the
Ukrainian border into Moldova at about
5 a.m. Again, the shluchim had made
arrangements for us. We boarded another
bus and drove to Kishinev for Shabbos.
Outside, it was cold and gray; inside the
bus, the men sang niggunim.
Kishinev is a small city. Hundreds of
people were pouring in from all over
Ukraine, and the shluchim set up a hospitality
center for them. We slept on mattresses on
the floor of a kindergarten. We met shluchim
from all over Ukraine. It was a Shabbos of
such deep intensity that it’s hard to find
words to explain it. We felt so connected;
we were all safe, and none of us had any idea
what the future would bring.
It was Shabbos Chazak. The baal korei
read the final words of Parshas Pekudei,
“B’chol maseihem,” which means “in all
their journeys,” and everyone cried out,
“Chazak, chazak, v’nischazeik!” It felt like a
personal message: In all our journeys, be
strong, be strong, and we will be strong!
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It occurred to me that this had happened
very much out of the blue—a sudden
“yetzias Mitzrayim,” all the shluchim of
an entire country emptying out within a
week. It felt like something heavenly, as
though we were all part of a much bigger
process.
On Motzaei Shabbos, the men danced
and gave each other brachos. Then we
got into a van and drove for a few hours,
crossing the border into Romania. The
shluchim of Kiev had rented a hotel for
those at the border to stop, rest and eat.
In Romania, we met Rabbi Yisroel
and Aliza Silberstein, shluchim from
Chernigov, which is a six-hour drive from
Kharkov. Aliza and I are friends. Here we
were, both on the run with our families,
and our reunion brought me to tears. Our
next stop was Poland, and from there, we
were able to get flights to New York.
We weren’t expecting the reception we
received at JFK. Someone expedited our
way through customs. When we emerged,
a crowd was waiting—some relatives and
friends, and many people we didn’t know,
including a representative from Mayor
Eric Adams’ office. The men formed a
lively circle and sang “Nyet Nyet” and “Ani
Maamin.” My husband said, “We are the
Rebbe’s shluchim. We are still the Rebbe’s
shluchim. Please, let’s daven for the safety
of the Yidden who are still in Kharkov and
in the other cities of Ukraine. Am Yisrael
chai!”
In New York, we were set up in a
basement apartment. People brought us
food, treats and toys, and they helped us
get clothing and shoes.
Our daughter became a kallah on Friday
morning, a few days after we arrived, and
we are planning her wedding in New York,
im yirtzeh Hashem, after Shavuos.
We’re busy helping our children get
settled in school in New York. With
86

Sleeping in the hallway

hashgachah pratis, this turned out to be a
very welcome change. My eight-yearold daughter had been unhappy in her
school in Ukraine because her school
switched from teaching in Russian to
teaching in Ukrainian in an attempt to
show that Ukraine was separate from
Russia. (After the war in 2014, Russian
street names were changed, Russian
statues were destroyed, and school books
were printed in Ukrainian.) My daughter
didn’t know Ukrainian well enough. She
speaks Yiddish and Russian—most Jews
in Ukraine still speak Russian—and
she understands English. In Bais Chaya
Mushka in New York, the students learn
in Yiddish, which is her first language, so
this is much more comfortable for her.
Will we go back to Kharkov? Not right
now, although we can’t say how long
“right now” is. We are in touch with the
members of our community, giving them
encouragement and helping them get out.
We’ve heard that 60 schools in Kharkov
were destroyed. There’s no semblance of
normalcy in the city, though some of the
supermarkets are still open. Meals are
provided daily in our shul, and some people
are still sheltering in the shul basement.
Before the war, a young boy named
Nissim Sergienko was preparing for his bar
mitzvah, which is on Rosh Chodesh Nisan.
My husband had been planning to teach
him how to put on tefillin. Nissim’s father
is of army age and is not allowed to leave,
so his family made the decision to stay

together in Kharkov and wait out the war.
Recently, my husband contacted one of
the volunteers who is helping with buses
and food and asked him to go into the
cheder—whose roof had been torn open
by a bomb—to look for a bag with a few
pairs of tefillin. He asked this man to give
Nissim a new pair and teach him how to
put them on. The volunteer was unable to
find the key to the cheder, so he broke the
door, found the tefillin, and took them to
Nissim. His mother sent us a photo of her
son putting on the tefillin and asked if he
was doing it correctly.
Although we are now in New York,
shlichus is our life. On Purim my husband
couldn’t sit still. Our family went to three
Russian communities in New York to help
make Purim freilich for them.
When we left, we were so focused on
reaching safety that we didn’t think about
goodbyes. How does one say goodbye to a
community after 28 years? It’s simply too
hard for me to think that this is the end
and that we’re not going back. Instead, I’m
thinking that we have to take a break. Just
for now.
The trauma has left its imprint. One
night the wind rattled the windows, and
we all jumped. I’m aware that we may have
to process what happened and that it takes
time. Overall, though, everyone is sleeping
well and handling things.
I’m trying not to think about our
house and all the things we left behind in
Kharkov. I’m grateful to be alive. We have
shelter, food and clothing. We have what
we need right now, baruch Hashem.
For Pesach, we’ll be going to California
to be with my mother. We haven’t been
there in quite a few years, and we’re looking
forward to that. We never imagined that
things would turn out this way, but we
trust that Hashem is leading us where we
need to go. ●
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A FRAGILE PLACE
Rabbi Yisroel and Aliza Silberstein moved to Chernigov
to help the town spiritually, but the physical needs of the
people were great—and then the war began

C

As told to Devorie Kreiman by Rebbetzin Aliza Silberstein

hernigov, a town in Ukraine between the Russian
border and Kiev, is home to a few thousand Jews,
many of whom are poor. My husband and I had
been there on shlichus for 12 years, and we realized
early on that in addition to spiritual outreach—
giving shiurim and running a shul, a preschool, a
Hebrew school, and a youth program—we were
also there for another aspect of ahavas Yisrael: to
provide humanitarian aid such as food packages
and help with medical services.

A hotel in
Chernigov
damaged by
a Russian
missile
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Sometimes we have a difficult experience,
and we realize later that Hashem was preparing
us for something bigger and showing us what
we’re made of. Seven months ago, I gave
birth to twins—my ninth and tenth children.
Afterward I struggled with postpartum
depression and severe anxiety. As part of my
healing, I worked hard on being fully present. I
trained myself not to dwell on what happened
in the past and not to stress over what might
happen in the future. I had no way of knowing
at that time that my ability to remain calm and
fully present would be invaluable in guiding
my children through the trauma of war.
In February, as the situation in Ukraine
heated up, the US Embassy advised American
citizens to leave the country. My husband and
I discussed it. How could we leave? These
were our people! If they were going through a
hard time, we wanted to be here to help them.
We really thought we’d be the last ones out; if
there was an exodus, we’d be the ones to turn
off the lights in Chernigov.
We didn’t imagine that it could get that
bad, especially because what Russia did was
so strange. Who goes to the border and says,
“We’re going to start a war”? We figured
Russia might enter the country and that in
a day or two, Ukraine might become part of
Russia again, and that would be that.
We did take some precautionary measures
just in case. We stocked up on food, bought a
generator, took out cash from the bank, and
made sure we had all our passports.
Nine of our ten children live at home. Our
oldest son, who is 15, is a student in Tomchei
Temimim in another part of Ukraine.
On Thursday, February 24, we started
hearing periodic blasts, and we were advised
to take shelter. Our house, which took us
three years to build, has a small basement. It’s
not reinforced by metal like a proper shelter,
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but it seemed like a decent option. We
took down mattresses and blankets, and
we moved our children and a few other
people in our community, including a
couple with a baby, into the basement.
We covered the windows with
sandbags, so that we couldn’t tell if it was
day or night. We laid down wall-to-wall
mattresses and placed three children on
each mattress. There’s no bathroom in
the basement, so we would wait for a lull
in the bombing to dash upstairs to use
the bathroom or to grab something we
needed.
We were in the basement for five days.
Each day the gunfire and the explosions
became louder and more frequent. Our
son’s yeshivah was evacuated and relocated
to Düsseldorf, Germany.
We heard boom after boom. We
heard that a hospital was hit. Then a
kindergarten. My children looked to me
for comfort. I sang to them: “I believe in
Hashem. I trust in Hashem.” I tried to
keep them busy in the cramped space of
the basement by playing with them. We
also watched Jewish videos together and
talked.
At bedtime, my twins had a hard time
settling down. They’re used to sleeping
in separate cribs, but I could only fit one
port-a-crib in the basement. They cried
and cried.
I said, “Hashem, I’m so tired. Please let
them fall asleep.” Then I thought, “There
are more important things to ask Hashem
for, like stopping this war. And I’m asking
for my babies to fall asleep?” But right after
I asked, both babies fell asleep. I realized
that Hashem is with us for the big things
and the small things. So ask!
People were getting more and more
desperate to get out of Chernigov. It was
90

The Chernigov Hebrew school

hard because a lot of them didn’t own cars.
By hashgachah pratis, though, we had just
bought a van a few months earlier.
Sometimes the blasts were so strong
that our entire house shook. All the work
I’d done in the past to handle my fears
kicked in, and I was able to stay calm and
to focus on helping my children. I told
them what the previous Chabad Rebbe,
Rav Yosef Yitzchak Schneerson, zt”l, had
said to reassure people during a fierce Nazi
bombing: “Every bomb has an address,
and your address is not on any of them.”
I’d wait for a quiet moment and dash
upstairs to throw in laundry or grab some
food. I didn’t bathe my kids for days.
On Tuesday, there were no breaks in the
bombing, and we couldn’t go upstairs at all.
At that point, we realized that we had no
choice; we couldn’t stay in Chernigov any
longer. But the mayor announced that the
city was under siege and there was no way
to get in or out. One of the community
members messaged my husband that he’d
circled the city for two days searching for
a way to bring in food and supplies, and
he hadn’t been successful.

I kept talking to my children about
Hashem. I said, “We’re not in charge. Putin
is not in charge. Hashem is in charge.”
My husband—who had broken his
leg before the war and was still using
crutches—heard that about 35 people
were sheltering in the unheated basement
of our shul, and that they were afraid and
sad. He asked a rav if he was allowed to
go to them and encourage them. It’s just
down the street, but it was a risk to go
outside even for a short time.
The rav said, “It’s dangerous, but you’d
be doing a mitzvah.”
My husband went to the shul. I had to
tell myself again and again while he was
gone that he was doing a good thing and
that he would be okay.
Miraculously, while he was there, he sent
me a message: “I heard that there’s one
road open. We can get out. Pack up.”
What to pack? I ran upstairs, collected
our documents, my kesubah, my wedding
ring, clothing and pajamas for everyone,
diapers, wipes and food. I packed it all
in two suitcases. I also took my double
stroller. That was it.
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For a moment, I stood in my dining
room and looked around. We’d designed
and built this house, filled it with so
many things that we’d had shipped from
America. It had all seemed so important.
I was leaving it all. Leaving my leichter.
Leaving my jewelry—except for my
wedding ring. None of it mattered. Only
my children.
I told my children that we were leaving
Chernigov. My eight-year-old asked, “If
Hashem is in charge, why are we leaving?”
Our van is an eight-passenger vehicle.
Two of our children—our ten-year-old
son and our eight-year-old daughter—
went with the other shluchim, who were
also leaving. We arranged to keep each
other’s cars in sight and to remain in touch
throughout the journey. We loaded the
other seven kids into our van. We couldn’t
fit car seats for the twins, so I held one
baby on my lap, and my daughters took
turns holding the other baby.
As we drove away, my heart ached at the
thought of our community members who
were still there. We had to help them! My
husband made phone call after phone call,
talking to people about how to get out.
Many were too terrified to try. He also
worked on arranging for buses from Kiev
to bring in bread and to transport people
to the border.
Our original plan was to drive toward
the border of Belarus. We updated our
family in the US through WhatsApp and
asked them to daven for us. That message
went viral. As we drove, we passed tanks
and some burned-up cars that were upside
down. We sang in the car, and I played
with the kids, some of whom got carsick.
About 25 times along the way, we ran into
roadblocks where the soldiers checked our
passports to make sure no Ukrainian men
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of army age—between 18 and 60—were
leaving the country.
As we got further from Chernigov, it
became quieter. We came across some
roads that were closed off because they
were too dangerous, so we had to turn
around and try another route.
The problem was that it was getting late,
and there was an 8 p.m. curfew. We would
not be allowed to be on the road after that
time, and we didn’t feel safe pulling to the
side of the road for the night. We drove
as quickly as we could, but we realized we
wouldn’t reach the border in time, so we
searched for an area to spend the night.
We ended up at a campsite outside of Kiev
owned by a rav who uses it as a children’s
camp. It’s aptly named Anatevka.
I took out one suitcase and settled the
kids for the night. In the morning, when we
got back into the van and I put the suitcase
back, I looked for the second suitcase and
realized that it was gone. Somehow, in
the tumult of leaving Chernigov, we’d left
it behind. Eleven of us, ka”h, would have
to manage on whatever was in that single
suitcase. Some of our children had no fresh
clothes. I promised them, “When we get
to a safe place, we’ll buy new clothes.”
The trip was a little easier that day
because the rav at the campsite had
organized a convoy of buses and cars to
drive together to the border of Moldova
with a police escort. We joined about 40
other cars, driving in a group with space
between each car—but not too much
space because then other cars would cut in
and break up the convoy.
At one point, we lost sight of the other
shluchim’s car—in which my two children
were traveling—but I was able to stay in
touch by phone, and I knew they were still
on the same road as we were. We were on
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the road for about 50 hours. It was hard
for the children to sit, and they jumped
around in the back seat.
My husband and I tried to figure out
where to go once we would get out of the
country. We decided we’d travel to Florida,
where my parents live. In the meantime,
we stayed on the phone constantly with
people in our community, telling them
which roads to take and offering support
and guidance.
We heard that an apartment building
in Chernigov had been bombed and
30 people were killed. One of the girls
in our community was hit by shrapnel
and transported to Israel. It was hard to
breathe; I couldn’t bear the pain of “my
little Chernigov.”
We crossed the border into
Moldova and drove another
seven hours to Romania, where
a shliach had a hotel that could
accommodate us for Shabbos. On
the way, one of our children asked,
“Are we refugees?” I thought about
old pictures I’d seen of refugees,
looking worn and ragged, sitting
at tables eating soup. I said, “We’re
shluchim. We went to Chernigov to help
Yidden. And even now, on the road, we’re
busy helping as many people as we can.
So no, we’re not refugees.” But honestly, I
would have loved some soup…
In Romania, we put our van in storage.
That Shabbos, we joined a large group
of people from many different cities. We
tried to settle in on the floor. Even the
babies didn’t have cribs and slept near me
on the floor. It took until 2 a.m. to get
them to sleep. I reminded myself that we
were lucky to be alive and safe.
All Shabbos, my husband and many
of the other shluchim worked to save
people. My husband helped 13 carloads
of people get out safely. We explained to
our children that we were required to be
mechallel Shabbos for pikuach nefesh and

that this was a matter of saving lives.
After Shabbos, we drove another six
hours to the airport, where we boarded a
flight to Turkey. When we arrived in Turkey
and tried to get on a flight to Miami, we
were told that it was overbooked and we’d
have to stay in Turkey overnight. Here’s
something that surprised me: When I
heard about the overbooked flight, I got
upset. After all we’d been through, the
struggles and the miracles, it was that last
delay that threw me.
I guess it works that way sometimes.
We can keep going and going, even get
through a war calmly, and then be upset
about a silly thing like an overbooked
flight. It was another chance to use the
tools I’d worked on, to think about what

fixtures waiting, ready to be installed.
Then there are other bits of reality that
hit me from time to time. For example, a
few days ago I saw a cookbook in someone’s
house, and I thought about the whole stack
of cookbooks that I once had.
I know that everyone has challenges.
We may be resentful and think, “This
isn’t the life I wanted. It’s not what I
chose.” But Hashem chose for us, and
resentment isn’t helpful. Our job is to
deal with whatever circumstances we’re
in. That’s our mission. And sometimes
a mission ends, and then we get another
one. Hashem will let us know.
For now, I’m focusing on what really
counts in life—taking care of our children
and staying calm and hopeful even though
we don’t know what will be.
The Russians have bombed
some of the buildings that provide
services in Chernigov, so a lot
of necessities are available only
intermittently or not at all. Some
of our people are still stuck in
basements without water, food
or heat. Phone service and WiFi
have been cut in some areas. One
of the bridges that leads out of the city
has been demolished, so those who leave
now have to walk. We’re still working on
helping people out. We’ve managed to get
a few buses out of Chernigov—in total,
about 800 people. It’s not enough!
Pesach is coming. We have family in
Miami, and we’re grateful to be with them,
but when I think about our community, I
get very emotional. In Chernigov, we had
held a Seder for 150 people. I can’t imagine
Pesach without them.
My son asked me, “What will we do
now? We don’t have our community in
Chernigov.”
I said, “These are our people. We still
care deeply about them, and we’re still
doing whatever we can to help them. We
still have our shlichus.” ●
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it means to really trust in Hashem and to
share that with my children.
We spent the night at a hotel near the
airport and boarded the flight to Miami
the next day. When we arrived in Miami,
a group of shluchim were at the airport
singing and dancing in welcome. The
mayor of Miami-Dade, Daniella Levine
Cava, was there to welcome us as well.
What now? We don’t know. We haven’t
placed our children in school yet. We’re
working day by day to adjust, without
knowing what we’re adjusting to or for
how long.
I’m trying to stay upbeat and not to
focus on what we lost—our community
and our home. We’d been so close to
finishing our mikvah; it had taken us nine
years to build it. We had the tiles and the
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